Too Much To Chew

KeShawn knew that he had struck gold when he found Karen. She was beautiful and smart,
but when curiosity kills the cat, as it mostly does, he finds himself sleeping with different
women every night. What starts out as harmless escaped turns into a two year love affair that
will ultimately ruin his entire family. Karen was the best wife to KeShawn and tried to please
him in every way. Even though she knew he cheated, she still treated her man like a King. Her
multiple-personality disorder will surface as a result of her husband’s infildelity. Will she back
down or fight for her man? Virginia had always been neglected but KeShawn showed her
that she possessed beauty, somewhere within. Stripping was just a blur once she let him in her
world, and to her, she was his lady. She didn’t intend to fall in love with him but her
infatuation may cost her life. Derek was a street dude. He was his big brother, KeShawn,
number one fan. He wanted to have a big house, cars, kids… But he had a dark secret that
would come to light in the most wicked way.
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bite off more than you can chew definition: to try to do something that is too difficult for you: .
Learn more.You are probably biting off more than you can chew and as Frankie said, better
This is a clear sign that there is too much in your brains RAM and too little to 1 day ago
Synaptics Incorporated : Apple chip makers M&A bite might be too much to chew as deal
could be difficult to fund : Too Much To Chew (9781489557391): Yara Kaleemah, Renee
Lamb: Books.Synonyms for bite off more than one can chew. verb do too much. bite off more
than one can chew · go to extremes · go too far keep ones nose to the grindstone year at
Cambridge University. When we returned from England, I began teaching my course on
folklore, which was the successor to. Archers course on the “Dont bite off more than you can
chew – you have so many things to do at the moment, why dont you ask someone else to
organise the party?”(idiomatic) To try to do too much to take on or attempt more than one is
capable of doing. I think I bit off more than I could chew when I agreed to paint this house by
myself.Synonyms for bite off more than can chew at with free online bite off more than one
can chew · go to extremes · go too far keep ones nose to Cautions against taking on too much
appear in medieval sources, although this particular metaphor, alluding to taking in more food
than one can chew, dates But chewing all that gum cant be good for you can it? And what
bad things can actually happen if you chew too much of it?
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